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ABSTRACT

"Community Information Systems"

Andrew1Lreenian, Head, Research and Planning Unit, Kuring-g.ai College of Advanced

Education, P.O. Box 222, Lindfield, N.S.W. 2070, AUSTRALIA,:

Background information for

a workshop presented at the 1st National Community Education Conference, May 16, 1981.

Southport, Queensland, AUSTRALIA.

This viorksllop is designed to h-ighten the consciousness of people to working in the

area of community information systems to a number of trends (both of a technological

and social nature).

Initially consideration is given to the#meaning 0 the terms "community",

"information", and "systems". In considering th implications of these terms

in isolation it is hoped th'it participants' will develop a more integrated

perspective on community information systems. particular attention is given

to the meaning of isolation in a community context. Consideration is also given

to the processes of information development, transmission, and reception and the

role different societal groups play in each of these processes. Systems are

considered i n terms if inputs, prncesses, outn,rtc Arid .en.viroraenti eleffielics

Parti cular consideration is given to the issue of how a system is effected by

positive and negative environments.

In the next section a number of new technologies are considere,d. and how these

could impact on community information systems. Specific consideration is given

to -such technologies as viewdata, BOM, and computer conferencing. Consideration

is alsogi ven to the- question of how community information systems could more

effectively use the "mainstream" media. An outline is given .of how community
e,

information systems can link in with national and international data bases.

Consideration i s al so given to the question of how community i nformati on systems

can develop alte,rnatives to mainstream media *Ad data bases'.

f

In the last section of the paper a number of questions are asked dealing
\

with

the implications of-community information systems for both individuals and

society as a whole. It it to be hoped that these questions pill be considered

further in the workshop.



The emphasis in this workshop will be -on participation. This briefing-,,

. .

.
paper fs.designed 'to' raise some of the issues and questions which I

*tope will be of interest to participants in the workshop':

Firstly, I think it is worth considering the components of community

information systems. SpeCifically:

What is a community?

.*2 What is information?

'What is a system?

WHAT
4",

IS A COMMUNITY?

_Often a communi ty. is considered to be madevb of peolKe who are close.

The closeness may be 'of a physical nature (for example, in a country
town), or based. on mutual interests (for example, a community of scholars).
A community it designed to assist individuals in achieving goals In a

more efficient and effective, fashion than they otherwise' could'. Thus,

communities provide for synergy (tile results of the Vthole.being greater
than that coming from the component parts). It is recognised th4t

communities require servicing. For example, Na city requires water services,

electricity, schools, libraries, and other cultural facilities. If a comniuniy
does not have these7-faCilities we speak of it as -"primative": Primative" err
communities may have some benefits. Some al ternative lifestyle advocates._
have argued that many of the facilities of podern,corpmunities result in -0'
the isolation of people.

Isolation can be of 'various natures. Itpnay be cause by a lack of monetary

resources. In modern society -people tend to be isolated if they are poor.
Most of the services provided by modern societies, cost money ,for

example, ;electricity, telephones, and clothing.. If people do not have

access to these facilities they tend to be isolated. For. exaMpie, if ;people do nbt have a .t.elephone their home. they cannot be rung=up by
th ir friends. If people cannot afford modern clothing they may feel:that

they are not part of "main stream'
society. Electricity isvnecessary for 1/4--

° .
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2.

lighting. If people are to have access to books and other information

,sources (for example, television) after work they need access to'ele,ctricit

'.Isolation may, also be caused by a lack of ,knowledge.i.Education should

help peoptetcovercome isolation. It should give peOple'options. For

example, educated people should be aware of such things as: .

Their right to join political fparties.

o Their right to net with others.

Their right to influence in their

community.

Appropriate ways in which they

can have influence in their

'community.

Community services which should

be,available. Ways in which

community services can be developed

they do not exist.

Communities of scholars have many similarities with physical communities.

SCholaYs can be isolated. _This maY te a result of being poor (forexample,

because they cannot afford journals, and do not have access to these

in 1+ibraries)..It may be a result of lack of knowledge. In a community
,

of scholars it is increasingly important to have the same "paradigm"

(view obi reality) as others in the network. This means that there is

usually a 4selevel of knowledge one heeds to participate meaningfully

in the community. Ms knowledge is generally provided by undergraduate

and gradUate training . Knowledge about current activities in .communi ti es

of scholar's comes from information networks.

WHAT IS INFORMATION?

Information may be defined in many ways. It may be considered as organised

data (data reflects reality in some sense). InformatiOn is designed to

reduce uncertainty. Information is tranmitted. It is e'reated.and consumed.r
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In communities a Scholars informatron creators and consumers are often

the same` people. Scholars are often involved in transferipg information

to s tudents (who are general ly seen as purely consumers of information

at l east- ,unti 1 they are studying for an advanced degree) . They consume

information Created by other scholars. They are consi dered to have -

a responsibility to create information. General ly they are judged more

i n t e rp,is of how well they create information (that i s.,their research

findi ng ) than fn terms of how well 1 they transfer information (that i terms 4
their teachi ng.'abi Ti t3%)

I n physi cal communi ties (ci ti es, and the world) information pro vi drs. tend

to be powerful. They are often economically secure. Sometimes they are

notpeople - they gre often companies. Sometimes they, are mul tinational

companies. The multinational information providers are generally based

in rich .countries. There has been some questioning by a number of poVr

countries of whether information ,provi ders, based in rich countries can
It0-60 de appropriate i nformatiOn for the needs of' thei r people.

In physical co mmun i tzi es the. information pro yi de rs tend to be di f4.e I-14;kt'

from the information users. This is .partly, bacause it is difficult

to establish' ;information dissemination systems. Only a minority of

people have the,resources needed. Another problem is that few people

have been brought up to think' they Have anything to transmit of value

(remembering that students are not seen as information provi ders -

they, are- trained to consume efficiently:, They are taught to read books°

and write essays . .Genera 1 ly their essays are not related to their

lives. If they are 'related to their lives they are general ly only

read by teache'rs, Rarely are students writings transmitted to

people as "information.").

Information tends .to cos t money. In parti cular, useful information costs
,

money. The more useful information tends to,,be the more it tends to costl

(useful is interpreted here to mean of economic value). Corpbrations

spepd large amounts of money in accumulating information on such things

O

b
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.3

New marketing possibilities.,
New product possibilities.

( New ways to train employees .

New ways to control employees. -

The ways in which their

competitors are likely to act.
Government polity.

After collecting information', on the above corporations attempt to
influence them. For example0 f it is likely that government policy y will
not benefit a company i t will attempt to ensure that the govenment
policy is not implemented. -

Information in physical commingles is also expensive. Newspapers are
not expensi ve but often are npt customised to meet the needs of, speci fic
individuals. Television is alo relatively inexpensive but the information
transmitted is again of a general ised nature. If people want information
which is specific for themsei they need to al locate resources to- of cou.
the task: They will either need td spend:

Time; or
4, money

For example, if they want information on de attitude of a political
Candidate to an area which they. are interested in they will need to

. interview that Candidate. If they want information on the di rection
:in which 'their council hopes to take their .city they wi 11 need to
interview members of,council . If /they want information, on possible
new economic opportunities in their community they may need to approach
the small business administration (in the state government) and perhaps

. their local chamber of commerce.

Working as individuals it is difficult 0 get "i.ndividual specific"
inforination. Many individuals do not know about "individualsindi vi dual specific"
information sources . Others do not have time to approach. these information
sources. Another problem i's- that politicians may not be interested in
deal ing with individuals (particularly, on sensitive issues).

7
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5..

By working as groups and developing effective systems i t is possible

to overcome some of the above difficulties.

WHAT IS A SYSTEM.

.
,Systems can be di vided up into various component parts:

'Inputs..

Pro'ces's .

Outputs.

Erivironment.

For example, in a hydro-electric generation system inputs would

include:

'Manpower.

Water..

Capital equipment.

Processing would involve the ':onversion of water energy into .electric
allergy.

The outputs of the ,system would be water and electricity.%

The environment would include such things as

The catchment area. .,

Any towns in the area of
41
the system.

' The ra.41 producing systeM. .

Information' systems also have inputs, processes, outputs, and an environment.
The outputs will generally be related to the objectives of the system.

. For example, a library may measure its output in terms of the number of
books borrowed. A newspaper may measure its output in terms of the number
of papers sold. It is important that the measure of output used be related

,to the objectives of the system: For !example, it may be inaRpropriate to
,

measure a libraries output in terms of bdoks borrowed if its'main goal was

-/6.
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to provide, a commUni ty meeting place.` -

Inputs to an information system may com in various forms. For example,
_ .a-newspapers inputs' would -include press relgases: Newspapers always

receive far more press 'releases than they can publish. Thus, only
some of the inputs to a newspaper are incorporated in the output (that
is, in the newspaper). This compares with the situation with a learning
exchartge where all of the input ie available for output. With a learning
exchange whenever someone offers to assist others with learning his or
her skills will be recorded. A linkage will be created if someone contacts

-.the exchanges needing the skills.

Processing of information can be done in a number of ways. It can be done .
manually for example, in the learning exchange, informatien on peopled

g.
offerin% skills could be recorded on cards'by a clerk. This tends to
be fairly time consuming. Computers can help speed up the' processing of'
information. Computers can sort information according to various. keys
(for example, 1Dcation, name, learning area) extremely quickly They -an
also assist with the editing procesS in the production of written
information Because they'Aave memories, the whole text of an item needing
to be edited only needs to be typed once.

JThe environment for an information system may be either positive or
negative. Generally- the environment will be negative if the system is
a threat to powerful influences in'the broader society. For example, in
South America many newspapereditors have been imprisoned because they .

are seen as a threat to the credibility of ruling military dictatyrships.
In Australia newspaper e'di tars are rarelN.imprisoned. Australia being a
democracy allows for freedoin of speach. Libraries generally operate in

, a positive environment. This is particularly so` if they take a utratiorhal,"
stance towards information (that is, they lend book tt people ). When ,

they provide information td- poor people on how to ncrease their power
they create controversy. The role which libraries should' play in society
.(ani in particular whether they should be change agents) is a question-

-/7.
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of increasing importance in democratic societies ( particularly in the
context of increasing pressure being placed on librahes to impliment
a "user pays" principle for some of the newer informati6n serv'ces they
provide).

ALTERNATIVES, r.

In the next section I wil1 be considering a number of alternative whi
could assist with overcoming the difficulties associated with tradi tional
information c(isseniination media.

Ak.,0,1cs 3emecALI .
Newspapers and radio,are notAcontrol 1 ed by ,the community . I t i s di ffi cul t
tel gain access to them. Decanse "of these limitations they are no-t generally
useful in crea ing "grais roots" networks.

Increasingly newt technologies wild be used to facilitate with the development
of community information systems which will allow for the development of
"g'rass roots" nztworks.

VIEWDATA

One such technology is Viewdata .'Already a viewdata system is operating in
the °United Kingdom. With viewdata hundreds of thousands of pages of immediately,

, 'up-dateable information is stored in a computer. ,This Computer is accessed
via the telephone lines. People Car, access the computer from their home.
They use their television' to read the information on. To access the information
they use -a special key pad. The viewdata system is menu driven. This means
tha't one works through categories of information. 9

Fc.r example, one might:initially get ten 'caiegories of information on
the screen, pne of these being,e4ucation (With a 3: before it). One
would key in 3 on 'ones key pad. Next might,rcome up:

- 1, ' 1. Adult education- programs

2. T.A.F.E.

3. Community Li teracy

4/University programs

ill
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If one wanted to offer oneself as a community literacy tutor one would

then key in 3. Next would come up a menu of locations of programs. One

would key in the number of the program nearest oneself. Next would come

up specific information on that program. For example, the names and

phone numbers of a number, of community literacy woners in the program

who would be happy to discuss the program, how, many .people currently

volved in the pro'graM, the approach used in the program, and a contact

co-ordinator number. More detailed infoymation on the above aspects would

be available by keying ib more-numbers:
If

.

Such a system would no doubt have great potential for making community

information systems more accessable: Telecom continues to investigate

this area (a number of countries have developed,systems - all claiming

theirs is best including the U.K., ,Canada, and France):

I would imagine that such a system will be in operation in Australia

by 1985.. How ie is used will depend on whether space is allocated for

community information, and on the imaginati/e participation in the

impl imentation of, the system by communi ty information workerS.

USING CURRENT NETWORKS BETTER

Some groups feel that there is real potential for co mmunity workers

to liase with establishment media more efficiently. For example, there

is a feeling that community programs would get better coverage in the,

media if they:
4

Rroduced better press releases.

Emphasised aspects of-programs

which are newsworthy.

Had-a better knowledge of the

ivarous medi,L.which can be used.

In Victoria a social research grouQ .has developed a' book, detai 1 ing information

o
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on the above and more. Groups interested in purchasing this book
should write. to:
AUSTRALIAN FRONTIER

422 BRUNSWICK STREET

FITZROY VICTORIA 3065

AUSTRALIA.

The information on specific media outlets deals with Victorian media,
but the rest of. the book- is ;of general. interest..

. t
Another option is to put pressure on traditiohasl media outlets to become
more community oriented. In Victoria the Age has taken a leadership role
in this area. It has developed a community information centre in the city
of Melbourne. It also supported the -3rd International Community-Education
Conference (held in Melbourne in August 1979): It has also developed a

supplement cal led "Weekender" which lifts community activities being held
,each weekend. It is likely that the Age community information center will
eventually be computerised.

Peo'pleinteres'ced'in more information bn the work of the-age in the
area .of cOmmuni ty i nforditi on systems shou'l d write to':
Mr, Ranald yacdonald

Managing Dii-ec for .

"Davi'd Syme and Co Limited_

250 Spender Street

Melbourne Vitorta 3000

4 AUSTRALIA.

'Anothei- possibility (which many groups are using) is to create al terrkaf..4ve
community _information systems using currently available systeLms. For
'example, many ,groups aro using the facilities of libraries to assist

- .
them,,,iin establishing networks in their local-communities. I'f groups .

- are.developtng' ideas which may be of-interest to others working in the
sme.area ei t;ier nationally 'or internationally it is a good idea to tia\ie

102
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written material they produce iade,xed in the appropriate data bases.
Data, bases record information and made it accessable under various keys_
(for example, i nsti tuti which produce material , topic, area in which

.

material was pro.duce, and author). If community groups throughout the
world didthis there would be far less duplication of.effort (commonly,
termed "reinventing the wh'eel2). I have found that Data Bases are

4 a

interested in such material. For, mpl, the Australian Education_
Indqx is increasingly indexing material in the Youth. and Technical and
Further-Education field.(at least on the computer data base, if not
in the published index). If this is done cootistently for the next few

, years One would easily be able to enter'
'YOUTH HOUSING into 'a corrputer_in 1983 and ge.t a complete list of projects
which have been undeftaken in this area (reports on the projects would
be available from the originator of the-project whose address would '
be listed in the computer print out'- or fro.m the Australian Education
Index).

For information on how to submiit documents to the Atistralian Education.
Index' write to:
Ms Margaret Findlay

Chief Librarian
Australian Counci 1 for Educational Research
P.O. Box 210

Hawthorn Victoria 3122

AUSthi. IA

At the international level the appropriate index is E.R.I.C. This makes
.,documents available on microfiche (thus a 400 page report^ can be purchased

f)r less than $2). Hundreds of thousands of documents have been microfich'ed-
by E.R,I.C. and are available from 'at least one teacher educatton institution
in niOst state capitals.

If yo 1r group has produced material whfch you feel would be of. interest
...

to an international audience (of4people working in your field) you can said

1.i
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t to E .R.I .C. for consideration for, indexing. There are a number of
specific subject area clearinghouses (your librarian can generally get

the addresses of these for you), but a document can be sent to the

central clearinghousqs and will be directed to the appropriate clearinghouse.
The address of the central clearinghouse is:

E.R.I.C. Processing afid Reference Facility.

4833 Rugby AvenueR$

Bethesda, MD .

M.A.. 20014
tt.

ALTERNATIVE NETWORKS

Another perspective involves the development of alternative communication
IV

. networki . This is reflected in the development of community- radio
.

i,

stations and community newspapers. Often students have been involved.
in these, and they reflect the perspective' that students can be involvCd,

74
in the transmission of useful information..

A leading force in the development of community newspapers has been

the BRUSEC Group of schools in Mel-bourne. This group of schools has
assisted students in producing a newspaper in a number of 1dnguages

(titledASCOLTA). The BRUSEC Group is also involved in the develOpment
of a communi ty farm in Mel bourne. Thi s will give students the

opportunity to experiment wfth an alternative lifestyle, to 9et.. some

experience in the tourist ,industry (Vey will give tours around the
farm), and give the students an opportunity to participate in

. research, in the area of ecology. This refititts
an assumption that

students can be involved with the development of knowledge. People
inter-20ted i n mare information on -these projects should write to: .

41r

Mr 13o'9er Holdswdrth

12 Brooke Street

Northcote. ifictoria .3070

AUSTRALIA

-/12.
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BIF

Another technique wiiich,could be used o create local networks in

reasonably large cities is BIF (Brains,Nming in Football, stadi.ums).
"In many large cities,footbill stadiums e the only venues which can
hold more than 5,000 people. BIF,involves theuse of football stadiums
ffr dialogue between people with similar pifil''lests. It is designed for

one-to-one communication rather than one-lo-m4,communieation. Even I.

where workshops are included in conferences, a one -to -many communitation

mod6 tends to dominale:

BIF involves the divisfon Of a football stad ium up into discussion areas,
,For example, sections could include:

t

How do you measure community

attitudes? 0

Will technological change

increase unemployment?

How can I use new techn gies?

How can I use radio f

community edi'-ation?

How canal get publicity for

my community education.program?

How can l'get fOnding for

my Community education program?

Before the B1F exercise preliminary reading'would be sent to participants.
They would also be encouraged to think ibout the issues from a personnal
point of view.

Resource people would be available at the football' 'stadium, but the

emphasis would be or going to the area in which ones area of interest
, was covered. In the area one would meet with othOrs with similar interests

and swap strategies (for example, on howto get publicity -for a program)
or perspectives( for example,

on how technological change will impact on :

.employment).

15'
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Groups would naturally form as'part of this process. They should be provided

with technology (such as typewriters or word processors) so that they can
produce group reports .1 These coul d -be placed in meeting rooms which are

part of most large football stadiums.

People who get bored with dialoguq could play various games on the

football Qval.

Innovative ideas generated could occassionally be flashed onto the

electronic score board.

I would see this technique bei.ng'used for macro "search type"

conferences on such themes as:

The future of a city.

The future of Australia.

Developing a co-orFl\ated,

approach to educational policy in

a state.

Improving preventative health

programs in an area.

Linking and communication

between age groups.
4

The esul ts of such conference could be published on microfiche

(extftmely inexpensive).

BOM

BOM (Brainstorming On MicroficheVinvolves the use of microfiche as

a medium for communication. Microfiche 4s extrerflely inexpensive to

produce and distribute, and thus has been used extensively for

information dissemination (for example, in the E.R.i .C. system).

The BOM technique involves the use'of microfiche for the development
of international networks. People write to a centralilearihghous;

whith, arranges for their letters to be microfiche4 (microfiche bureaus are

-/14.
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located in each state capital) along with multiple indexes at the
front of the fiche.

Each pem,on in the network indexes his or her own letter according
to the following sorts of keys:

Topics discussed.

Questions asked - of people.

Questions asked - on topics.

o Questions answered for people.

Questions answered -on topics.

I developed this technique after becoming concerned at the expense of
becoming involved in global computer conferences. I have an article

0 on this technique being published in EducationalJechnology. which gives
a complete outline of how it could be applied by community groups..I would
be happy to supply interested readers with reprints.

COMPUTER UNFERENCLNG ,

Computer conferencing will increasingly be a viable option for community
groups to 'use in becoming involved in international_networks. In a computer
conference participants communicate via computer,terminals. Messages are
sent to central computer which indexes them according to such things
as:

o .Author

Topic discussed

QueStions asked'

o 'Questions answered

Embargo (date or topic).

Computer conferencing can be extremely fast paced. Instead of communicating
with a group at the speed at which one can speak or listen one can-communicate
at the speed at which one can read.

".

-/15.
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Increasingly as the cost of satellite time becomes,less expensive

community groups will be using computer confere4ing as a substitute

,for travel (I will be considering the question of communications

substitutability for travel in a-paper I will be /)resenting in ,t

the Ediltion section of the 51st ANZAAS Congress. Monday,

May 11,N.981. 10.10 a.m. Forgan Smith Building, Room 45. University

of Queenland. The paper is titled "The use of new' 'technology in

education - an energy saving option?").

Instead of attending an international 'conference on Community Education

in Europe in 1983 it might be possible to carry it out (at least for

,thole unable to afford to attend) via a computer conference, or via
a BOM exercise.

/By 1985 I would seecomputer conferencing being used regularly'for

''in-tivnational dialogue by community groups in Australia, along with

the BOM technique. BY 1990 computer. conferencing shoul-d havethecome

so inexpensive as to largely. replace BQM as a method for grio°bal

networking of community groups. Travel will still exist, particularly
for pleasure, and for conflict resolution ( nterprefed 'in the broadest

sense). Travel for information transmission will be largely redundant.

FURTHER QUESTIONS

Why should small community groups. worry about national and international..
.data bases?

Will .new technologies make community information networks impersonal?

Will there s ti 1)(1 be a, place for CARD BASED community i nformationt.
networks in an era when a microcomputer based community information=

network package can be purchased for $3,00D.

-/16.
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What will the role of volunteers be?

Are football stadiums a good place in which to create a network

of 10,000 to 30,000 people?

Are large networks a viable possibility?

What is-the role of school based community,.education officers

in community friformation?
a

Some possibil

.

ties are for them to heighten teachers awareness of the

possibility b. students as:

Creators of informatioh..

S.

Transmittersofi-nforitati-on-..

Change agents in the community.

Network developers.

Information collectors.

Citizens of the globe.

People who can

"Think globally, act locally"

(this was the theme, of the

firSt global conference on the

,future (Toronto, Canada. July, 1980)

which hat been taken up by the

International, Assocation for

Community Education) .

DeVelvei^s of possible, probable,

and preArable scenarios ("4ctures":

of the future) in the area of

community information systems up to

the mr 2020 (when many of them will

sti 1 I be i n the "workforce") ..,

Now can' librariansiassi'st with rte development of community information

systems?

gli

-
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110w.should governments (International, National, State and Local ) assist

with th the development of community information systems?

How Co ul d large mul ti na tional corporations ass i st wi th he development

of small scale community in/formation systems?

What are the implications for privacy of extremely sophisticated

community information systems ?

What are the negative aspects of community information systems?

Who should initiate the development of local community information

.

- t
What role should hospitals play in information networks in the heal th

area?
a

1*

What is the ro' of the pal i n- commun ty information sys tf;-7-?Th

Should al 1 local community information networks be compatable withth

a global information network?

t

What wi 1 1 the role of people be in community information networks when

computers hundreds of times as intelligent as the largest computer

system currently available are available for community use?

Will community information systems assist in keeping Australia

democratic?

`t3Will community information networks faoi 1 i tate partici pa ti 0

in the government' of:

-Local areas .

States.

The federation .

The world.

-/18,
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Who will be the elite in a society in which community information

networks are accessable by everyone?

Is' isolation reduced by community information networks?

How could community information systems be used to enri ch the

education of students?

Will a domestic satellite facilitate the deyelopment of community

information systems?

Will community information systems reduc.e crime?

How wiycoThmunity information systems impact on Tei sure?

Do comprehensive community information systems (incorporating local,,

state, national, and global linkages) exist in Australia?

".

f".
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